
MILESTONES
1938 – GUTBROD produces the first European motorcycle
with rear wheel suspension.

1939 – Germany's first motorised lawn mower is built by
GUTBROD.

1949 – GUTBROD expands the product range to include
agricultural tillers.

1952 – Europe’s first series production car with petrol injection
is produced by GUTBROD: the GUTBROD ”Superior”.

1962 – GUTBROD expands its garden equipment program:
Europe’s first small tractor leaves the assembly line in Bübingen.

1983 – GUTBROD develops a global innovation: a motorised
snowplough.

1991 –  GUTBROD lawn mowers are so quiet that that they
are the first in Germany to receive the coveted environmental
award ”Blauer Engel” (Blue Angel).

A Tradition of Innovation

What does GUTBROD stand for?

Right since the invention of the first European motorcycle with rear wheel suspension in 1938, GUTBROD has stood for inventive spirit

and confidence in the usefulness of technological innovations. Despite the strong competition on the international market, today

GUTBROD is still one of the leading brands in the field of gardening equipment. Since the internationally renowned MTD acquired

GUTBROD in 1995, GUTBROD has been part of an internationally successful company characterised by both customer orientation

and a uniform corporate philosophy.

GUTBROD offers top quality, state-of-the-art technology and outstanding service. If you look for a reliable product that is easy to

operate, then GUTBROD  is exactly what you are looking for, because here, these aspects are standard.

1995 – MTD acquires GUTBROD. Since this time the GUTBROD
brand has been part of an internationally successful company
characterised by customer orientation and a uniform corporate
philosophy. The brand GUTBROD is thus ideally equipped forthe
new millennium.

2001 – MTD introduces the SelfStarter motor for some models
of the GUTBROD SUPERIOR CLASS brand.

2002 – Launch of the new VISION tractor series.

2003 – Expansion of the VISION tractor series: MTD introduces
model GUTBROD GLX 122 RHL with 122 cm cutting deck.

2005 – Introduction of a new lawn mower line and the OCR
technique with the lawn tractors.

2007 – In its 75th year, MTD once again, expands its production
location in Saarbrücken. 
Introduction of a new rear discharge lawn tractor with a working
width of 76 cm.


